Interior design Inside stories
Burghley bed
The latest design from
family-run, Norfolk-based
Wrought Iron & Brass Bed
Co is to be unveiled on the
company’s stand at Burghley
Horse Trials next month
(September 1–4). Anne
is the first upholstered bed
in the collection and is
covered in Linwood’s Tally
Ho fabric as a special edition.
Each of the 10 beds will
come with a numbered
nameplate and will cost
£4,295 in a king size (01485
542516; www.wrought
ironandbrassbed.co.uk)

Light the way
A new player in the market for
wall lighting is the British design
company BOSCO London, which
has launched a collection of wall
lights made from sustainably
sourced South African antelope
horn. From gemsbuck and
springbok via kudu and impala,
each light is handmade in the
UK and 10% of profits are returned
to the communities that source
the horn. Prices start from £1,600
a pair (020–7736 8498; www.
boscolondon.com)

Child’s play
The long-established Monogrammed Linen
Shop on London’s Walton Street, SW3, is
known for hand-embroidering initials onto
its array of French-made linen and nightwear,
but it will also reproduce a child’s drawing
on an Egyptian cotton pillowcase. Artwork
can be emailed direct to the shop and prices
vary according to the design, but it quotes
£450 for the one pictured (020–7589 4033;
www.monogrammedlinenshop.com)

Don’t miss...
History in the making Don’t miss our next
curated tour of the Design Centre, Chelsea
Harbour, SW10, as part of Focus/16, the
centre’s annual week of showroom openings,
talks and seminars. Taking place on Thursday,
September 22, the theme is ‘History in the
Making’ and guests will get a behind-thescenes look into designs that have a story
to tell and still embody the best craftsmanship of their time. This will be followed by
a Champagne tea with Country Life’s Editor,
Mark Hedges. Tickets cost £20: to book,
telephone 020–7225 9166
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Curtain up
The latest release from the Fermoie Studio
(Made in Britain, September 4, 2014) is
Calimanco, which launches next month
in nine colours across the company’s colour
families. The unusual pattern is printed
on a new, finer base cloth, using a special
print technique created by the Wiltshirebased company. Woven from a fine cottonand-linen mix, it’s ideal for curtains and
upholstery (01672 513723; www.fermoie.com)

Poodle parlour
Kitchen and interior designer Edmondson
Interiors has a novel way of tackling that postwalk muddy paws problem—it’s designed
a utility room that comes with its own doghosing corner. Clients can choose between
open and closed areas and floor tiles are
porcelain, which is scratch resistant, making
them practical for cleaning. When the shower
isn’t in use, a dog basket can be fitted into
the space (www.edmondsoninteriors.co.uk;
01580 212934)
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